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Absfract
There is an uwarerEss amongst te&hers of
economic modelling that new teaching
methodologies and pedagogies arc needed.
Thit paper *amines the weabesses of tradi-
tional Eaching nethods and sr&gests that
Systen Dynanics would be a tuefii supple-
ment to tle lemning pmcess for lpical eco-
tnmias ndetgradwtes. A brief description is
given of the key features of the System
Dlnamics methodologt and on illustrative
xample las been chosen Thk is tlv nultipli-
er-accelerator nodel of Samuelson. fhe
System Drwmics appoach is compared with
,nore traditional appnacles ard sevual peda-
gogical poirts are emplasised

l. h trodudlort
tratlHls paper offers a brief introduclion ro

I the methodologr of Systun Dynamics
I and argues firat this methodology offers

pedagogical advarnages in the teadring of eco-
nomic modelling. Some economic reference
point is needed to illustrate our cas€. We have
chosen the multiplio-accelerator hteraction
first proposed by Samuelson (1939). llere,
ther€ is the possibility of chaotic behaviour
developing due to switches in govemment pol-
icy or tiny exogenous or endogenors shockg
providing an excellent backdrop fm the ap'pli-
cation of System Dynamics. Periodic masrG
economic instabilities are usually analysed by
economists applying Keynesian, neoclassical
or new classical theories, wlrere the mathemat-
ical implications may quickly become
intracloble. An advantage of the new method-
olog, is that t}e same level of analysis can be

performed with little detailed knowledge ofthe
mathematics required.

2.The case lor a ne* nuthodologt
Economic modelling is an impodant part of
economics degrees and we focus on teaching
in this area. E€onomic models often rely cn
complicated mathematics and especially
advanced statistical teclmiques, for example, to
analyse time series. For many sfirderts the
mathematics is a barier !o their emnomic
understanding. It is hue that good software,
such as MrcRoFn, exists that can automatical-
ly perform all the $tatistical t€sb and resultant
analysis but there is a gred danger that if the
student do€s not understad the limits and
bormdaries of the mathematical and statistical
techniques then grave errors can be made.
Another facet ofthese models is that, celeribu,s
paribus, they are st ic in ttre sense that if con-
ditions change, the models have to be reformu-
tated and a new time series examined There
have been a number of criticisms, ttpified by
Lucas (1976), which question the theoretical
foundatiors of the large stuctural models built
in the 1950's ard 60's. In econometrics, theee
arguments moved researchers away from
reliance on strucluxal equation systems for
forecasting towards greater use of vector auto
regressive models (Greene, 1997). Another
common assrmption is that if conditions were
perfest an ideal equilib,rium state would exist
wherg say, supply would actually equal
demand and inflation would not exist. 'As long
as we do not know with certainty where the
econornic forces will hring us in the long rur;
it carmot be methodologically legitimate just to
presune that in the long run, the general equi-
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librium position is the relevant benchmark in
macroeconomics' (Jesperson 1998).

'Most macroeconomics texts are obsessed
with the idea that every "sensible" macromod-
el must define a full ernployment or natunrl
unemployment solution. This persp€ctive
seems to be part and ptrcel ofthe landscape of
th€ N€wionian conception of sciurce.' (Clower
1988). To erpand Clower's poin! mathemd-
ics, as taught in schools ard univetsities, is
primarily that of linear d),namic sysiems of th€
type poshrlated and studi€d by Newton in the
late sevqrteenth cenhrry. The mathematical
ideas of Newton wele taken up by other disci-
plines and tlre concepts of deterministic behav-
iour and stable equilibria were bom. The
Universe was a perfeci machine - it existed in
equilih,rium - action equalled reaction. If one
knew the cofr€ct laws to apply to a situation
then one could conectly pedict fttrne behav-
iour.

This view has been under severe attack since
the early 1900's - first by Relativity, then by
Quantum Theory and recently by Dissapative
Systems (Prigogine, 1985). The prevailing
view is that the world is nonJinear and exists
in far from equilibrium conditiom. The Holy
Grail of a perfect equilibrium will never be
foud. Order can arise out of disorder. Chaos
lurks rormd every comer. Deterministic equa-
tiors do not necessarily lead to predictable
resulb.

Applying these ideas to economics teaching,
one sees that new methodologies are perhaps
needed (Kernp 1997). Whdever methodolory
is chosen, it must be capable ofeasily incorpo-
rating non-linearity, delays and lags, feedback
phenomena and chaotic behaviom. There
would also be advantages if it were dynamic
and constuctive in the sense ftat tlte users
actively build their own models rather than
passively incorporating'economic orthodox-
ies'.

The object of our analysis is, not to pro-
vide a machine, or method ofblind manip-

ulation, which will firnish an infallible
answer, but to provide omselves with an
organised and orderly method of thinking
out particular problems: and, after we have
reached a pmvisional conclusion by isolat-
ing the complicating faclors one by one,
we have then to go back on ourselves and
allow, as well as we can, for the probable
intera{tions of the factors among them-
selves. This is fite nahle of economic
thinking. (Keynes 1936)

There is a continuing debate arnongst educa-
tionalists as to th€ balance between how much
stud€nts oe bught and how much they are
encouraged to think for themselves (Illich
1971, Richmond 1993, Moscardini 2000). We
support pedagogies where students have the
opportunity to build their own modelg experi-
ment with them, make mistakes and discuss
theh results under the supervision of their
hrtors. Such an approach urcourages the use of
divqenl holisric thinking rather thm conver-
gent reductionisn. It also provides the oppor-
hmity !o answer questions such as 'What ifl'
Time spent analysing past data may be of no
relevance to the present time because of the
accelerating nature of change. pynamic mod-
els can reveal much more but have been ham-
pered by the scarcity of good interactive soft-
wtre. The current development of such mod-
elling tools, especially in fte general area of
Systems Dynamics, has provided the meus io
overcome these problems,

According to Richmond (rbrid), if one
switches to Systems Thinking then thoe are at
least seven more fruitful types of thinking
available. He classifies these as Dynamig
Closed loop, Generic, StrucAral, Operational
Continuum and Sci€ntific Thinking. Each of
th€se terms has a specific rnenring bur rhe
cornmon threads me:

i) the notion of modelling shucture;
ii) the notion that it is the srructur€ that

carxes behaviou4
iii) the ability to observe the efec.ts of
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changing puameters on behaviom of systerns.
Systcm Dynarnics provides a methodolory

for doing this ard software such as SrsLL.a.
VENsM and PowERsrM offer the perfect plat-
form for posing and answering 'what ifl' quee
tions.

A second issue is that there has been a revo-
lution in thinking due to the recef, advances in
Chaos Theory. More and more fields of
research ae being affected. It is now becom-
ing accepted that we live in a nonlinear wodd
and that simple models can generate compli-
cated behaviour. There is no need for models
with 200 variables md 200 equdions, which
take 24 hours to nn and require mountains of
precise daia Models using tree or four vari-
ables with real-time delays can provide simitar
behavioural output but with fie advantage of
being able to pr€dict 'much from little' (to use
Frierhan's dicnm.) Economics teaching at
undergraduat€ level should respond to these
lssu€s.

Incrcasingly, economics has been taught not
as a way of leaming to think about how the
world might operte but as a set of discovoed
tuths as to how the world does ooerate
(Ormerod 1995). The cont€nt of degree
courses is becoming increasingly standardised.
Substantial and impressile textbooks exist,
boft in micro- ard macmeconomics, but these
consist in the main of the mathematical tech-
niques ofthe differential calculus applied to a
model, which is a linear systern. Economic
foreca$s have a poor record and many of tlre
fimdamental postuldes are being called into
question as some econornists seek ro restore
the link wift reality, which characterises the
work of classical economists. (Ormerod rbrZ).
That this tend is widespread in Anglo-Saxon
economics st€ms from several factors. which
tre srmmaxised as:

o mainsheam micro- and macro-theory is
still pranised largely on the derivation of
equilibriun conditions for firms, indus-
tri€$ arrd markets, eitlrer within partial or
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general equilibriurn frameworks;
. states of equilibriurn are examined on a
comparative-static basis because of the
mathematical convenience of the
Marshallian approach;
r the intrinsic belief of most neoclassical
theorists that economics, matk€ts and
industies always achieve equilibrium in
the long nn. Economics teaching should
focus on the issue of'trainfurg the mind' of
shdents, following Sraffa's famous dic-
tum in 1926 where ironically in this
famous paper, Sraffa demonstmtes that the
Laws of Retwns are incompatible with
static equilibnium (Sraffa 1926);
r the schizophrenic Keynesian thinking of
developing dynarnic theories and testing
them with static models;
o The continued reliance of theorists in
developing computable General
Equilibrium Models which develop static
criteria for the existencs ofmafket clearing
v€ctors at micrG. and macro- levels:
o an intrinsic fear ofdeveloping nonJinear
models. This makes prediction less certain
and nrarks economics as an underdevel-
oped scierce.

In this context, economics teaching needs new
pedagogies and System Dynarnics is being
proposed as one that has g€at pot€ntial in this
area

3. Systems dynamic
Dynamic macroeconomic models are useful in
the policy formulation process. If such a model
has faithfully replicated past behaviour, it
yields confidence that it can predict possible
firnrre behaviour. Sudr models can be used to
experiment with various economic policies
without hamiing the actual economy. Many
such models exist and are widely used. There
are, however, intrinsically several disadvan-
tages, for exarnple:

o Many use branches of mathematics thd
are not rmdeBtood by the politicians or
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economists who make the decisions;
r They are based on rigid assumSions
which may or may not mirror the situation
in &e country to be modelled. This is espe-

cially true when key endogenous variables
are non-observable, for example after pri-
vatisation has occurred in former highly
labour int€nsive activities (Schrnalensee

r988);
o they do not handle time lags very well
without reliance on very limited initial
conditions and the absence of random
shocks:
o the people fia build and nm the models
are not the decision-makas; hence there is
a knowledge gap between the rnodellers
and the practitioners. Sometimes, assrmp-
tions a:e not erylicitly stded. Models may
therefore be ernployed for other purposes
than those that were originally intended.
This is dangerous and can lead to the mis-
use and misapplication of the models.

Our objective in this paper is to show how
modelling using System Dynamics cafl heb to
overcome these problerns, in particular when
linked to interactive, user-friendly, softwaxe.
The methodolory chosert was creat€d by Jay
Forester at MIT in the 1950's to model social
and business problems- If one asks most people
a 'what caues whal' type of question, one is
likely to get a list of causal factors in rcsponse.
The mental modelling process that produces
these lists is termed laundry list thinking
@ichmond I 993). Implicit in this thinking are:

L Each factor conhibutes as a cause to the
effect i.e. causality nms one way;

2. Each factor acts indepandently;
3- The weighting of each factor is fuetl

The System Dynamics methodolory uses
closed-loop thinking as opposed to laurdry list
lhinking. Ilherent in closed-loop tlinking is
causal reasoning and the presence of feedback.
These are two key concepts in Systems
Dynamics and need to be elaborated firther.

Causal rcasoning is shown by the construc'tion
of causal loop or influence diagrams which are

shown in figures 1 ,2, md 3 . The basic elernenb
of strch diagrams are positive and negative
feedbaek looos.

Figure l: Exmple of a simple positive
feedback loop

As an example, consider frnmcial capital in a
bank which will be augrnented by interest pay-
menJs and diminished by ta.res. More financial
capital produces more interest which in tr.lrlr

produces morr frnancial capital. This can be
rcpresented diagrammatically by figrue l. The
plus sign at the end ofthe arrow indicates that
(all other things being equal) the quarlity at the
end of lhe arl.ow moves in the same direction
as the quantity d the begir|ring. The arrow
itself indicares the caumlity. The curved arrow
enclosing a sign in the cente ofthe loop indi-
cales the ori€ntation ofthe loop- In this case it
shows a positive feedback loop.

Taxes will have a diminishing €ffect leading
to the diagram shown in figrre 2. Here the
minus sign indicates lhat m increas€ in Taxes
diminishes the furancial capital i.e- the two
quantities mov€ in opposite directions. The
negdive sign in the cenae indicates a negative
feedback loop.

ln general, the orientation ofthe loop cm be
obtained by multiplying together the individuat
signs. Positive loops represent expurential
behaviour and negative loops have a balancing
mle. A basic premise of System Dpranics is
that all proesses are combinations of positive
and negative feedback loops.

Financial
canital 1(i- \
\/

ntereslI
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model. Alert snrderfs might question, for
example, whether an incrcase in savings
(which" ceterh Wribra, implies a reduction in
consuner's sperding) would necessarily lead
to an increase in investment.

Influence diagrams can be of value in their
own right - often indicating the long-term
behaviour of a system. This will obviously
depend on the relative strengths ofthe rarious
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loops but it enables one to say, for example, 'if
this loop is dominant then the system will set-
tle down' or 'if this loop is dominant thor the
systern will ex?and'. A major tenet ofSystems
Bnamics is that structure detennines behav-
iour. If the structure ofan econornic situation
is modelled conealy then its behaviour will be
captured.

Once an influence diagram is agreed upon,
then a Systems Dynamics model can be con-

intseGt_€te

Figure 4: A syst€m dynamics model

Financial
Capital

7t_ \t/:-l
\\)\ */

Taxes

Figure 2: A Negative feedback loop

A simpre economic 
"**opr" 

i. *hoffi .*il"j;ll"f"T:.tt;tr,t* TffiT?"l.:lure 3. one can follow the causal reasoning via accumulated. These stocks have inflows andthe arrows' As this is a positive loop, one outflows. This structr.fe is stylised so that the
could deduce that in the long ruq aggr. eglte rectangles ."fr"r"ni ,,o"t 

" 
and spigots repre-

demand would grow indefinitely in the sent fliws. Clnstants are rEresented by a dia-
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.
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modelin figure4.

increased savings, which (via conventional A fi.uther advantase is that the software then
neoclassical reasoning) leads to increased automaticaly lenJites equations, an example
investment and further production Hencg fig- of *fri"f, l. ilJu- U"fo*,
ure 3 r€presents a model of exponential expan-
sion. S-ince this does not typi6' the behaviour :ll, Financlal capital = 0

of mosr modern 
""ono".i"., 

o," .".1"a- 
1. 
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examine some of the msumptions buift into the 
"onr, ;,".*i *" = o.:interest rate = 0,2
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These equations correspond to first-order,
non-linear, difference equations. The equations

above are the PowERsrM form ofthe equation:

C, = C,-" * A1, where Cg = 0

and where C represents furancial capital and 1

represents the interest rate.

They are automatically solved by the soft
ware (using the Runge-Kutta method) with no
expertise needed by the user. The equations

state the initial condition for the financial cap
ital (i.e. zero) and the fact that is augmented
over time by the flow of interest. The interest

is calculated by multiplying the financial capi
tal by the
interest rate,
which is set

at 0.2. It is

an easy
mathemati-
cal task to
change this
to a first
order differ-
ential equa-
tion thus giv-
rng an entry
into mathe-
matics if
desired.

Another
advantage of
such sotl-

England. A major factor in their decision is

their judgement of how inflation will behave.

This could be modelled in the following man
ner. The probability of rising inflation could
be crudely estimaled as low, medium or high
and this will result in charges of L/f/o,O or
+%% in the base rate. Figure 5 shows how this
can be modelled as a graph. The x-axis repr+
sents their estimale ofthe probability ofrising
inflation. 'Low' is modelled as between 0 and
0.3, 'medium' between 0.3 and 0.7 and'high'
between 0.7 and 1.0. The d$e in base rate is
modelled as a step function. The modified
System Dynamics diagram is shown in figure
6. Here the circle entitled interest increase'

containing a
jagged line
indicates that
the relation-
ship is a

graphical
one.

Here the
Monetary
Policy
Committee's
expectation is

set under the
variable
named
'lnflation_
Indicator'
and this will
result in the
appropri ate
action taken

ware is that
it can deal
with 'softer
variables' i.e. variables that have a qualitative
or human aspect such as motivation, trends and
collective actions. It does this by providing the
option of a graphical function to define rela
tionships between variables. To illustrate this
option, let us retum to the situation described

in figure 4 and assume thal the interest rate is
not constant but is reviewed each month by the
Moneary Policy Committee of the Bank of

on the base rate. The purpose of this rather
crude example is simply to show the power of
the software not to illustrate economic funda
mentals.

The most widely used software is SrsLLe
which has a business version called lrHnqr'
(Richmond 1987). VENSIM (Peterson and
Eberlein. | 994) has an exra feature which
does validity checks. The models in this paper

Figure 5:A graphical relationship
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are built using PowERsrM. This softwaxe is cre,
ated by the Pow€,rsim Corporation, USA-
Norway @owersim Manual, 1996).

The power of this new computer-based
methodologr is not that it is more accurate
than more orthodox models but that the mod-
ellers and the practitioners can work together.

Economic Issues, VoL 5, Part 2, 2000

(demand) kick-starts the accelerdtor effect:
firms respond to the rise in aggregate demand
by increasing investment. This rise in invest-
ment constihjtes a firrther rise in aggregate
dernand (income). Ifthis furcr€ES€ in income is
Itrger than fte preceding rise in income, there
will be firther increases in investnent (the

It is ideal for cap
hrin8 inlellectu-
al models and for
establishing
implications.
Key economic
constructs and
new ideas can be
introduced into
these models and
simulated with
rcal-world data.

Infdin_indicat6

Figure 6: The modified diagram

ac celerator)
which in hnn
causes another
rise in income
(the multipli-
er). This
process may
proce€d indef-
initely. Each
time invest-
ment clnnges,
incorne

It is especially good in modelling 'soft scenar-
ios' where the data is not pr€€ise. Normalised
trends can be entered in the fomr of a graph
and thus the modelling can proceed.

1, An Economic modcl intestigafud

4.1 Clnice of Moful
We choose to investigate the accelerator-multi-
plier interaction ofsamuelsm (itrd). This is a
classic situation where the effects of a change
in investuent spending can be initiated by an
increase in autonomous expenditure. In the
simple equilibrium model an increase in
investuent leads to a larger increase in aggre-
gate dernand and income. As income increases,
fhere ar€ fr.rrther increases in consumers'
spending leading to even firrther increases in
aggregaie demand and income. This is fte mul-
tiplier.

If th€re is an initial change in inveshnent,
then this rnay set offa chain reartion between
the accelerator and the multiplier. Hence if
there is a rise in auonomous expenditure, this
will lead
However,

multiplied rise in income.
rise in aggregate income

changes and each time income changes this
also changes investnent. However, this does
not lead to an explosive rise in income. There
are two potential reasons for this. Firstly,
ndional income cannot go on rising faster than
the growth in potential odpul Income expan-
sion will be constained by the ceiling of firll
employment of labour or other resources,
though this is an additional constrairf, not built
into Samuelson's simple multiplier-accelerator
model. The second reason why the accelera-
tor/multiplier does not lead to ever rising
income is that if investrnent is to go on increas-
ing indefinitely, it is not enough that income
should be rising: instead income would have to
ise faster and faster. Hence once income
gro$'th slows, investment must fall and the
whole process is rcversed. Clerly, the accel-
erator/multiplier interaction is sufficient to
cause cyclical upswings and downswings.
Figure 7 is an explanatory diagram for the mul-
tiplier-ac{elerator effect exactly as it is in a
popular economic text (Sloman 1997). Here,

I 1 and I represent injections, investment and
aggregate dernand (income). We contend that
the explanation given here is not entirely clear.

toa
this
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Another common form of representing this
model is to combine Samuelson's original
equations to give the second order differemce
equation;

yt -- a + byH+ cytz

debated and ageed before the hansfer to the
System Dynamics model. The flow of
firnds/income arorurd ttre circular flow captures
tbe relationships belween wages, employment
and income. Savings and taxes drain and
investment and consumDtion enhance this

period t ft -+ V t ( multiplier )

p€riod t+l yt -+ rt l acceterato.;

t t -+ Y t ( multiplier )

period t+2 If tYnr > tv *r- r t
OR

tf fY,*, = f y tf* I stays same ( accelerator )
OR

rTYt*r < ty o* r J
This is turn will have a multiplied upward efect
no efiect or a multiplied downward effect
respectively on Narional Income

p€riod t+3 thii leads m fur:her accelerator effetts or otherwise

Figure 7: Explanation of the accelerator-multiplier interaction

This has three main solutions: regular, darnped
and unstable oscillations depending on the
choice of parameters for the muftiplier and the
accelerator.

4.2 A Systems Dynanic qproach
The novel approach in economics teaching we
are advocating is for stud€nts to conshuct their
ovm mental models ofthe situation using influ-
ence diagrans and Systern Dynamic models as

shown in figures 8 and 9.
Figure 8 depicb a typical causal diagram

buih to capture the essential elemenb of the
muhiplier-accelerator model augrnented by a
monetary s€ctor. It depicts an interpretation of
the flow of frrnds urd the cireular flow of
income. Causal models are qualitative. It is
not important at this stage that the terms used

are absolutely precise. Meanings have to be

flow. If the profrtability of firrns increases,
investnent and efrnployment increase with
delays causing increases in income and con-
surnption. This effest of increased investnent
resulting in increased income and consumption
models the multiplier effect. The effect of con-
surnption on induced investment models the
effect of the accelerator.

Valuable insights can be gained by snrdents
building such simple represeirtations. It can be
seen from the diagram that there are three pos-
itive feedback loops balanced by three nega-
tive loops. Depending on the various shiengths

ofthese loops, classical equilibriun or positive
growth / decay can be expected. By building
such models, concepts such as delays and
exponential smoothing cease being dry mathe-
matical constructs but take on rcal meanincs

-8-
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l"*'* 
"-t

Con$rndim

"**/ * ++t
intestmer +

leaming experience gined. acc€lerator interaction is caoturcd when an
Figure 9 shows how the qualitative model increase in government spending increases

has been made into a quantitative Systems income, conzumption and indrced investnent.
Dlnmrics model. Note that all the terms have The 'flow of funds' circulating throughout the
not rsnained the sam€ and exba terms have econmry is now modelted in more detail. It is
had to be added (such as mpc, marginal falling with increases in mps and rising witl
propensity to consum€) in ord€r to enable the inueased mpc, ultimately leading to enhanced
causal links. The qualitative (causal) and the loan rates for investment and additional
qumtitative (System Q'namics) models are increases in income (accelerator).
not isomorphie. In the diagram, delays a:e rep This is, potentially, a g.eat advance in the
resented by a'rows whicb are marked with haining of economics graduates, because to

\___jg
Figure 8: A causal representation ofthe accelerator-multiplier model

and relevtrrce. The pedagogical advantage of small pamllel lines and the delayed variable is
this approach is that the shrdents are using their rE resented by a partially frlled rectangle. To
own economic logic to build models under the enhance the visual effect, variables can be
guidance ofthe lectrer. By doing so, they are copied from one prt of the diagram to anoth-
leaming how factors influence each other and er. Such copies are shown by circles suround-
about the whole picture of interdependencies. ed by the four comers of a rectangle. ln this
They have abandoned the laundry-tist and are model, fire mpc reflects the multiplier effect of
thinking dynamically. Ifthe models ar.e incor- increased corsumption on income counterbal-
rect or irmp4nopriate then this can be pointed anced by the nrpt. th" model captr-res with-
oul the issues discussed and another valuable drawals via mvings and taxes. The multiplier-
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Figure 9: The $ysien dynamic model

some extent, it links modem students to
insights delivered in Keyne's Gmeml Tleory.
This famous text has b€en criticised over the
years for developing a dynarnic macro theory
linked togerher with a systan of static models.
Hencg Keynes frmous 'Notes on the Trade

Qcle' mfne General Tleory ne dynanic sas
of insighb and largely ovedooked nowadays
by textbook writers and theorists.

L3 Sintlation nns
In our model it is as$nn€d that the accel€rator
lies between 0.8 and l.l and the marginal-
popersity to consume is dound 0.5, giving a
multiplier of 2. Aggregate demand is boosted
by govemment expenditure if there is spare
capacity in the economy in the dtort rutr or cost
cutting technolory in lhe long run. There are
various delays in lhe systern:

i) a fou week delay for payments of
salaries;
ii) a fow week delay for consumption to

feedback into production;
iii) a twenty-six week tlelay for invest-
menb from loans to feed into production.

The models are run over a simuldion time of
twenty yetrs using we€kly intervals and using
tJre Runge-Kuta fourth order solution option.

The paper presents three simulations.
l. The first corresponds to a classic textbook

€quilibrium. There are no delays or leakage in
the sysien. The income circulates amtmd tlrc
economy. The positive and negative loops bal-
ance each other. The student caxr experiment
with various forms of govemmeri interven-
tions and still observe how the equilibriwn
holds. PovsnsrM provides tables which gives
quantitative result$ as well as the graphical
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fom. A typical graph is shown in figure 10.
2. Figure ll shows the results of a second

simulation using the delays mentioned above
and with various government expenditure
boosts to the economy. The results show a

Economic Issues, VoL 5, Patt 2, 2000

iour of the economy becomes erratic. The
model is extremely sensitive to small changes
in the marginal capital output ratio, which indi
cates that chaos is lurking. This is a valuable
experimenl for students. One of the runs is

when are infc shown in

Figure l0: Classic equilibrium

duced but with a slightly larger multiplier of
2.6. The delays effectively curtail or suFpress
the impact of the accelerator. However, mo\,.
ing to figure 12 reveals the erratic nature ofthe
cycies when the marginal propensity to corr
sume and the delays ar€ left constant but slisht

This PowERslM model is a simplificalion. A
complete model of invesrnent could allow for
both the effects of changing aggregate demand
on expected profits and the role of interest mte
changes in altering present values of expected
future profit streams. The rnodel confirms that

axe rfiroduced. role of investrnent in economic cycles, The
3. In tbe third model, the accelerator princi model here of the accelerator-multiplier inter-

ple assumes that firms estirnate future demand action can generate cycle without limits and
and profits by extrapolating past demand cause swings in aggregate demand. rMiat are
growth. This hformation govems their invest the constraints on the extent ofthe fluctuations
ment pattems. It can be seen that the behaF shown in figure ti? The samuelson multipli
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erlaccelerator interactionB produce endogenous
cyclical movements in the growth ofthe econ-
omy. The endogenous naiure of these cycles
show how cyclical patterns may be damped or
explosive and indicate the potential for volatil-
ity in a market economy. However, Hicks
(1950) showed that by introducing exogenous
limits to growth like full employment (ceil-
ings) and autonomous inveshnent (floors) even
explosive movenents in growth may be
tapped thereby reducing the potential volatili-
ty.

5. Conclasbn
Economics teaching is currently experiencing
several difficuhies which have been discussed
al length. The advantages ofintroducing a new
methodolory based on Systems Dynamics into
the mainsaeam economic teaching have been
outlined. Studenfs are not just regurgitating
economic theory but are actively debating the
precise meanings of economic tenns, building
their own models of the economy and interac-
tively experiencing successes and failures.
The studenrs are hinking as well as leaming. It
is hoped that concepb would become mean-
ingful md the sirdents evenhrally 'get a better
feel ' for the subject. It is surprising how little
of this type of work is done in UK undergrad-
uate economics degrees.

The Samuelson model was choseir as a vehi-
cle fm demonshating various strengths of the
p,roposed methodolory. These included quali-
tative modelling, graphical relationships,
delays, quantitative modelling and simulation
runs exploring 'what if scenario's. The
Systems Dynamics pproach clearly reveals ur
trea of poteritial chaos. Most gov€rments rely
on official data to operate their fiscal stabilisa-
tion programmes. Nah.rally this builds in large
information delayg recognition lags and even-
tual implementation lags. When govemmert
expenditure is a significant component of
ag€regate demrnd chaotic movements in
aggregate supply md dernand are likely- The

privatisation process too includes a lag vis-A-
vis implernentation. Hence govemment exp€n-
diture is likely to exacerbate boons and inten-
sifu slumps @lejar and Skreb1997).

These economic insights squre with the
observations made by famous economists and
politicians over the years. Thus in 1958
llarold Macrnillan made the famous observa-
tion in a padianentary debde that 'choosing
optimal stategies to govem the cormbry is like
looking up today's trains in last year's
timetable.' This observation mere! echoed a
powerfrrl plea made 150 years ago by the theo-
rist Simon de Sismondi (1827):

Let us beware of the dangerous theory of
equilibrium which is supposed to be auto-
matically esablished. A certain kind of
equilibrium, it is fue, is re-established in
the long nm but it is only after a frightfirl
amount of suffering.

Endn016
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